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Q: Esteemed Committee, the first thing I thought of is: will mankind be using the Gregorian 

calendar one thousand eleven laps around the sun into Earth's future? 

C: Yes, but it will not be the exclusive calendar. Humans will have, by that time, been made 

well aware of time meaning and measurement on Earth's surface compared to outer space and on 

other planets. The Gregorian calendar is useful for activity only on Earth, directly related to 

Earth. Humans will be well integrated with visitor civilizations by human year three zero three 

three. 

 

Q: Will human bodies be the same in year thirty thirty three? 

C: Yes, but with a much greater awareness of and the integrated functions of human spiritual 

nature.  

 

Q: We will look, act and move the same? 

C: Yes, however human perceptions of body shape, form, color and feature, so vigorously 

emphasized for political twist at the moment, will have long faded from concern by that time. 

 

Q: I recently watched a re-run of a Star Trek episode from 16-17 years ago, set during year 

2160 or so (about one hundred forty years from now) in which the fictional Vulcans openly 

worry about future human development, because of human technological and social advances 

achieved in only one century. Are humans going to achieve "warp drive" in the next century and 

a half? In other words, travel faster than light? 

C: Humans will not develop this ability, however it will be demonstrated and explained. 

Several, and it could be considered many, humans shall have the opportunity to travel aboard 

visitor spacecraft to experience travel beyond the speed of light. 

 

Q: Where will these visitors be taken and when is this likely to happen? 

C: To orbit the planets of several extraterrestrial cousins, but not disembark, at least not 

upon the first several visits. Contamination from microbes in both directions, is a risk which will 

require several steps to be avoided. This will occur during the next century. The purpose of these 

trips will be to document the origin and capability of visitors to Earth, to lift human credibility 

and belief. The humans selected will be able to relay their experience through testimony, video 

and audio recording of the experience. The objective will be to once and for all, dispel the 

incorrect belief that extraterrestrial visitors to Earth are dangerous, hostile or malevolent to 

humans. Humans will be given an explanation of the technology used to protect Earth from 

intrusion, incursion or otherwise unwelcome presence of extraterrestrials from outside the star 

cluster Earth inhabits, from outside the federation of which Earth is a member. These visits will 

happen during the next several decades. 

 

Q: Returning to a thousand years from now, what shall be the human understanding of 

human soul and incarnation into a body, on Earth? 

C: After a thousand more laps about your central star, what you call the Sun, humans will 

completely understand the role of the soul in a human and nearly all animals, including all more 

complex ones, and how incarnation happens. Most importantly, why. 

 

Q: Do visitor extraterrestrial beings now have this understanding? 

C: Yes.  



Q: How will human economies operate? 

C: Money as it is now known and used, will no longer be. Goods and services will be traded 

in a barter system, far more efficiently and easily than now occurs. The challenge is this; 

excessive effort and activity now surround the tracking, management and use of money which by 

itself produces no product or useful service. The current argument in favor of a money system is 

that such activity is required to ease and facilitate trade. We say, this can be achieved without 

money, and such development will come to pass. This will develop long before one thousand 

solar laps have happened. 

 

Q: What about food? Will diets change and will production be substantially different? 

C: Yes, both. Humans will understand the functioning of the human body, the role food 

plays in both health and disease. Humans will no longer fear death, will celebrate life as a 

journey, and death will no longer be a tragedy. It will become cause for celebration, in many 

cases. 

 

Q: How about medical treatment? 

C: It will both advance and be far less common, far less necessary. Prevention will prevail 

over cures, and these will be much better understood. 

 

Q: Is Earth going to benefit from alien extraterrestrial intervention in human health and 

well being? 

C: Yes, but only through suggestions and recommendations. Humans will not have the 

medical treatment function overtaken by methods and techniques brought from elsewhere or 

given to humans as a package. This will present challenges to the human way of thinking, where 

currently a cure, solution or treatment is deemed a right and is to be as widely distributed as 

possible, as fast as possible. The change to this way of taking care of physical health will come 

as economics evolve from a profit-based system into one which measures success by results and 

betterments, not amounts of money made. 

 

Q: What is the physical environment of Planet Earth going to look like? 

C: It will not be substantially changed from what is now common. One thousand laps are a 

small sliver of time compared to the existence and history of your planet. The conditions now 

common developed over many hundreds of millions of years.  

 

Q: We fret and worry over environmental contamination. Will this improve? 

C: Yes substantially and well before the year thirty thirty three arrives. Current human 

effects upon Earth's environment have only been occurring for a short time against most recent 

human history, and the planet will adjust quickly once current practices abate. 

 

Q: This sounds as if human society will enter a period of utopia, where common problems 

now expected and accepted, fade. What will become the challenges humans face, to present life 

learning experience and a reason to incarnate? 

C: The pursuit of position and authority will nearly fade from existence. Throughout human 

presence on Earth, societies have developed in which a few exercise control over the many. This 

happens because the many go along, agree, submit, comply and give in. The notions that a 

centrally created authority is required to organize a society for the greater good will change. The 

needs, concerns and worries which are now approached, controlled and tackled by central 

authorities will remain in many but not all the ways they now exist. The difference will become, 

humans will no longer look to a central authority as a solution. Voluntary coordination will come 



to reign supreme, as humans evolve to accept different opinions, ideas and points-of-view. 

Humans will apply incentive and reward as the stimulant to progress, not authority and force.  

 

Q: Is mankind now experiencing growing pains in this regard? 

C: Yes, very much so. Humans have only recently in human history current widely known 

and accepted, embraced the concept of free speech, communication and distribution of ideas. In 

practice humans still struggle with this concept, and in more than a few cases, the very central 

authorities whose role is to guarantee and protect such speech, seek to curtail it through both 

overt and covert means. These authorities only achieve influence and control because the 

controlled people and organizations the people create, go along. The controllers dangle short 

term rewards along with threat, punishment and use of enforcement powers as means to limit 

whatever ideologies the controllers find adversarial to their position. Humans will come to learn 

that true power, strength and authority only come when acceptance, tolerance and cooperation, 

always voluntarily, become the default value.  

 

Q: Are we going to wait many decades for this to happen, say thirty or forty or perhaps 

more? 

C: No, this development is coming much sooner, and within the lifetimes of many reading 

these words. Not to its natural evolution, but a good portion of the development will happen. The 

internet has been seen by too many authoritarians as a network to be mined for data, that 

information used to measure then influence the populations. Thinking always precedes acting, so 

humans have come under a constant, self-developed pressure to think thus conform with a 

manufactured message. The pieces of the manufactured messages are carefully constructed to be 

appealing to current habits and seem to have reason and good cause behind them. Other 

messages, images and ideas which oppose, contradict or expose the manufactured narrative are 

either outright censored, diluted with vehement untrue, false contradiction or willfully ignored. 

In this regard, controlling humans are currently attempting to grab and hold tight onto a greased 

water balloon. The water balloon is winning.  

 

Q: How is this going to come about? 

C: Awareness. When nearly all human adults and even adolescents come to understand the 

effects of communication curtailment and manipulation, it will not be undertaken. Trust is  a 

supremely powerful emotion, technique and idea. Fear, worry and concern are also powerful, but 

only if trust and confidence are cloaked, covered up and concealed. Once the possibility of fear is 

seen as but an option, a menu selection, or a choice, it will nearly never be chosen. This will 

deflate the power of fear, which can only flourish in a false bubble created by the curtailment of 

free communication. Humans will come to understand that nobody is required to like anything 

and thus all humans will be able to create, pursue or follow things they do like. Restrictions, 

limits and barriers imposed by an authority will cease to be. 

 

Q: Can you provide an example? 

C: The abuse of both regulated pharmaceuticals, produced within the law humans choose to 

create and other mind and body altering substances made outside those same laws, what humans 

call illegal drugs, will cease to be seen as very different at all. What will come to pass are 

standards for purity to prevent contaminants, and limits on amounts sold. Adults will be free and 

unrestricted to obtain and ingest what they choose, and awareness of the risks will be 

widespread. It is already understood by most humans that doing this should be done with care 

and prudence, however humans will come to understand that controlling everyone to prevent 

harm to the far smaller portion among you who harm themselves, is improper and unfair. It is 



impossible to control one's way to perfection or within a few thousandths of a percentage point 

of what can be deemed perfection. We cite the attempts to control alcoholic drinks.  

 

Q: What now causes the urge to experiment with mind altering substances? 

C: Disconnection. Humans will learn to establish social connections which almost 

completely diminish the urge to alter one's state of mind, mood or brain function. The majority 

of humans do this already, but the freedom to pursue what is generally deemed negative will be 

enhanced. Once this freedom is embraced and understood, almost nobody will take the risky 

routes now common.  

 

Q: Producing many such illegal drugs, or finding a way to supply legal drugs improperly, is 

profitable. The producers and sellers have a huge incentive to market their products. 

C: When no money or financial profit awaits, when no legitimate gain is possible from a 

risky or dangerous activity, the practice will be abandoned. Humans will voluntarily come 

together and produce substances, offering them for free. This will immediately eliminate the 

profit and ability to obtain legitimate goods and services with that profit. Almost as immediately 

will it become possible to highlight the rapidly diminishing instances of abuse and avoidance 

which will be seen as preferable. Families will not reject members or relatives for doing so, but 

rather shower them with love and understanding. This emotion is far more powerful and 

attractive than any punishment, sanction or rejection. 

 

Q: It sounds as if we are going to see crime disappear. 

C: Yes, this will also nearly completely evaporate. Currently your nation, the USA, has been 

passing through a noble and naïve process of suggestions that law enforcement activity be 

reduced. Without addressing the incentives and gains crime provides, the diminution of 

enforcement simply allows the weeds to grow, sometimes unchecked. A very small minority of 

humans act in criminal ways now, but the majority often feels powerless to curtail it. This not 

true; humans hold the key to preventing what humans deem harmful, bad or horrendous 

behavior. It is called love.  

 

Q: How will humans provide transportation in thirty thirty three? 

C: Use of magnetic propulsion will be nearly universal. Surface and airborne, developed by 

humans.  

 

Q: Education? 

C: It will be done as it now is, with one significant change. Education will be voluntary, 

arranged almost exclusively by parents. Schools, individual tutors and many versions which offer 

a combination of these methods, will flourish. 

 

Q: If money is going away, how will this be achieved initially? 

C: Confidentiality, now common and widespread, will come to be seen as negative. It is 

considered bad form to ask about another person's money, or to openly speculate when goods 

and services money is used to obtain, appear. Why is it bad to broadcast publicly when an 

employee earns a promotion with salary rise or a performance bonus? Such positive achievement 

is concealed for the most part. Public recognition and reward are good, they provide a motivation 

or goal for others to reach achievement. Removal of confidentiality will refocus human attention 

on the achievement and performance, however this development will come about quickly when 

humans realize the money so highly coveted and pursued, is manipulated beyond the realization, 

understanding and far beyond the preferences of most humans.  

 



Q: How about reproduction? Having babies? 

C: This will not change physically in one hundred centuries, however the upbring of a child 

will be much different compared to what is has become now in many places on Earth. It is 

correct to say a village is required, but the problem now is, the people who offer this point-of-

view want to control that village. The village will be determined voluntarily by a baby's family 

without wealth being a factor. Luxury or poverty as now perceived, will be long gone. As these 

concepts fade away, the raising of child will be seen as providing for a child's social and 

emotional well-being. Motherhood will be seen as the most noble calling of all, above any 

occupation or role. No higher social prestige or power will inure to anyone, higher than a mother. 

The baby or the child's father will likewise benefit from this.    

 

Q: I've asked you all to drag on quite a bit, maybe we should allow readers to ask questions 

about what mankind can expect to see one hundred centuries from now. 

C: Such inquiries we await. Be well, one and all. 

       


